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Thank you, Pastor Carol.  Thank you Bishop Lull, and thank you all for the chance to speak.   

 

Hi, my name is Drew Johnson.  I’m a member of Pilgrim Lutheran and part of a group that 

assembled this resolution.  I have three young children, and I worked on this resolution because 

of them. 

 

In a nutshell, the resolution urges the ELCA to divest it’s endowment fund of large fossil fuel 

companies - to sell the endowment’s investments in companies that extract the most coal, oil, 

and gas, and therefore contribute most directly to climate change. 

 

We think this resolution is both a big deal and a small deal.   

 

It’s a big deal because our voice matters.  When Lutherans take a stand, the world listens.  We 

have a chance today to say that this world is worth caring about, to act not only with our thoughts 

and prayers and words, but with our finances and our actions.  

 

This resolution is also a small deal.  We’re not talking about divesting our personal finances, or 

our pension fund, or our retirement accounts.  We’re talking about divesting the ELCA 

endowment fund.  And if we’re being very technical, we’re only talking about sending this 

resolution to the church-wide assembly in 2016, where it will be discussed further. 

 

This resolution is a small deal because the endowment fund is nearly divested of fossil fuels 

already, thanks to environmental screens put in place years ago.  In practice, we will essentially 

be cleaning up a few loose ends - perhaps removing some companies we still invest in - and 

publicly taking credit for decades of hard, thoughtful, visionary work that has already been done. 

 

Up front, I want to address one objection you might hear today.  You may hear people say that 

we shouldn’t divest - that if we divest, we won’t be able to engage with the fossil fuel industry as 

a shareholder and help it reform.  To be clear, shareholder engagement and divestment are 

complementary strategies - they are both working towards the same goal of a healthy planet.  

But…very skilled, very influential shareholders have engaged with these companies for decades 

and produced very little to show for it.  Many of those shareholders, such as the heirs of the 

Rockefeller oil fortune, are now divesting.  From a practical standpoint for the ELCA, which has 

limited investments in fossil fuel companies and limited resources for shareholder activism, 

engagement is not an effective strategy. 

 

God has put us in this place and time today, with a chance to join the divestment movement - a 

movement that is, according to the University of Oxford, the fastest growing divestment 

movement in history.  We can be a leader in this way.   Let us take this opportunity.  Let us act in 

a meaningful way to tackle climate change.  All it takes is your vote.  On behalf of my children, 

all of God’s children, and all of God’s creation, we ask you to support this resolution.  Thank 

you. 
 


